Doug Beretta has a 300-cow organic dairy in Sonoma County where his grandfather started farming, and where his daughter Jennifer and son Ryan are planning to continue.

In 2020, the family received a Healthy Soils grant to apply compost, plant a cover crop mixture using a no-till seeder, and support prescribed grazing on their pasture. They also received an AMMP grant to transform their manure management system. Now, an automatic scraper moves the manure out of the barn alleys and into an aerated pit. The manure gets pumped through a screw press solid separator and onto a conveyor belt to a covered concrete pad to be shaped into windrows and composted. They use the dried material as bedding, as green manure on their fields, and they are selling some as a compost amendment.

In addition to improved cow health and cleanliness, they’ve cut various costs. Doug says they no longer pay $20,000 annually to spread liquid manure, they have cut labor costs by using the automatic scraper, and the produce their own bedding.

“These grants improve our bottom line with savings on labor, diesel and moving manure while also shrinking our environmental footprint.”

- Doug Beretta

The California Climate & Agriculture Network (CalCAN) is a statewide coalition that advances state and federal policy to realize the powerful climate solutions offered by sustainable and organic agriculture.
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